,
The arrival of December means the year is winding down, yet it is also the beginning of a busy
time for many of us who celebrate special holidays over the coming weeks.
For us, December is not only a time for celebration, but also a time of reflection and
appreciation. We're particularly grateful to our clients for the support they have shown us in
the past, and we look forward to helping you with all your future real estate needs.
In the meantime, we hope you and your family have a safe and happy holiday season!

Item of Value
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Potential sellers may be hesitant to put their home on the market in the winter because
of the misconception that it’s not an optimal time for selling. However, regardless of the
time of year there are always buyers in the market for a new home. An advantage of
selling in the winter is that you can stage your home to take advantage of the indoor
warmth of the season.
This month’s information offers several ideas to help you stage your home for a winter
sale, such as placing a warm throw over the corner of the sofa to encourage a cozy
feel and turning up the thermostat. Page two outlines a few of the benefits of selling
your home in the winter.
Recipes of the month
Here are two essential Holiday recipes. Have a safe and happy Holiday Season everyone!
MAPLE CHEESE LOG
1 - 4 oz. package cream cheese -- softened
1 1/2 cups grated old white cheddar
2 tablespoons pure maple syrup
pecans -- toasted and chopped
Using electric mixer, mix cheeses and maple syrup. Shape into a log (place mixture on a
sheet of plastic wrap and roll it). Roll in pecans. Chill.
Serve with crackers.

CRANBERRY-ORANGE COMPOTE
2/3 cup sugar
1/3 cup pure maple syrup
zest of one average-sized orange
2/3 cup water
juice of one average-sized orange
1 tablespoon Grand Marnier
1 12-oz bag fresh cranberries -- rinsed
In a medium-sized saucepan, heat sugar, maple syrup, orange zest and juice, water and
Grand Marnier until it begins to boil. Add the cranberries and return to a gentle boil. Cook for
12-15 minutes, breaking up cranberries with the back of a spoon and stirring often until the
mixture is thick-ish and jam-like. Cool slightly and transfer to a serving bowl.

Market correction in November
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Home sales in November were up 7.6% overall, with 551 homes exchanging hands
over the past month. “We always like to see an increase in sales,” says Doug Pedlar,
President of the London and St. Thomas Association of REALTORS®. “It’s important,
however, to bear in mind that last November’s sales were comparatively low, which
means that what we are seeing now may be more like a market correction than
anything else.” The average number of sales for November between 2008 and 2012
was 535.
The City of St. Thomas also fared well in November, with 44 sales, up two units from
the previous year. The average price for a home in St. Thomas stands at $199,325
Year-to-Date, up 4% over last year.
The average price of a detached home Year- to-Date in LSTAR’s jurisdiction is
$261,060, up 2.6%, while the average price of a condo for the same period stands at
$178,431, up 4.1%. The average price of all homes Year-to-Date in LSTAR’s
jurisdiction is $245,964, up 3 %.

Shane Haskell* and Martin McGrenere*
Sales Representatives*
www.theadvantageoftwo.ca / info@theadvantageoftwo.ca
Oh, by the way … if you know of someone who would appreciate the level of service we
provide, please call us with their name and business number. we’ll be happy to follow up and
take great care of them.
Experience a level of service that will MOVE you!

Putting The Fun Back Into Moving Day
Moving into a new home should be an
exciting experience. But, unfortunately,
that's not typically the case. In fact,
moving day is traditionally fraught with
such misery that there is even a reality
TV show about it!
Your real estate agent can help. He or she can
assist you in finding the right movers, provide you
with relocation tips, recommend contractors and
other home professionals, and advise you on what to
expect on closing day.
Some agents disappear after the deal is done. Make
sure your agent is available to help make the
transition into your new home a pleasant one.

Better Bedrooms. Faster Sale!
Here’s a surprising statistic. In several
surveys, upwards of 60% of people
surveyed listed “bedrooms” as one of
the reasons they decided to purchase a
particular property. So don’t overlook
these rooms when preparing your
house for sale. You need to make sure
they appear roomy and attractive to
potential buyers.
The first step is to make sure every bedroom
actually has a bed. Otherwise, you might
inadvertently give the impression that your home has
fewer bedrooms than it really does. To a potential
buyer, a bedroom is often more valuable than the
home office or storage room you may have
converted it into.
You can’t change the number of bedrooms your
home actually has, but you can make sure that each
one shows well. Consider the layout of each room
carefully. Is the bed and other furniture placed in a
way that makes the room appear as spacious as
possible? Can buyers easily walk around the bed?
Are the curtains, bedding and other décor items
clean and attractive?
Finally, buyers will understand that a kid’s room may be somewhat cluttered and may even have an eclectic
style, but you need to make sure it’s as clean and tidy as possible.
Have questions about how to prepare your house for sale? Call today.

Don’t Forget To Get What You Want
Shopping for a new home can be a
dizzying experience. There are so
many things to think about, it’s all too
easy to lose focus on the most
important consideration of all: getting
the home you really want. Here are five
questions to keep front-of-mind:
Is it located in the neighbourhood I want? Where
a property is located can have a dramatic impact on
how much you enjoy it. Make sure the
neighbourhood has the characteristics you’re looking
for.
Does it have the look I want? Looks aren’t everything, but they are important. A good looking property,
inside and out, can make living in it that much more satisfying.
Does it have the features I want? Three bedrooms? A finished basement? A spacious backyard with
wraparound deck? You may not find all the features you‘re looking for, but you should be able to come close.
Does it have issues I don’t want? Does the property require extensive repairs or renovations? Does it back
onto a noisy street?
Can I purchase it for the price I want? Does the property fit your budget?
A good REALTOR® can help you find the home you want while making the entire process easier and less
stressful.

notable, quotable... quotes!

“Happiness is not getting what you want. It’s wanting what you’ve got.”
Anon

“To handle yourself, use your head. To handle others, use your heart.”
Eleanor Roosevelt
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